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Warning: This book is classified as an erotica book and is
therefore only for those of legal age to consume written adult
material as per the laws of whichever country you reside in. If
you are not an adult of legal age to consume written adult
material of this nature, then please do not purchase nor read
this book. This book may offend some readers, and some of
the scenes of the situations in this book may disturb some
readers. Read at your own risk. Jane is in search of a slave,
she's always wanted slave to worship her, and finally finds a
keeper.
Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos, and
provides indexes by theme, awards, actors, actresses, and
directors.
Be careful what you wish for, because you just might get it!
Sam isn’t at all looking forward to his 23rd birthday—why
would he want to celebrate another year of grueling, boring
office work and striking out in dating? He hates his physique,
and he can hardly even think about dating anyway, what with
his confusing feelings for his best (straight) friend Mitchell. If
only he’d been born a girl, he might have had a shot with
him. On the night of his birthday, Sam makes a wish for “true
happiness” with a mysterious bathroom attendant and
immediately feels a sense relief wash over him. But the relief
turns to panic as he slowly begins to transform into a woman
over the next several days! Sam has no idea what to do. How
will Sam navigate his slowly transforming body around his
friends and coworkers, and what will Mitchell say when he
finds out? This can’t possibly be the thing that will finally
bring him the true happiness he always wanted… can it?
Don’t say things you don’t mean, unless you like the idea of
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ending up cute, feminized, and ready to party… When
Charlie’s friend Vanessa crashes his gaming party and
whines about the boys never wanting to have a night on the
town, Charlie shoots back that he’d love to go out if he could
get the kind of romantic attention she does for just one night.
Without missing a beat, Vanessa offers to give him just that
chance and see just what it’s like to be a gorgeous girl on the
town. With his soft looks and slender body, she thinks she
could make him into a rather pretty girl… Why not, Charlie
wonders? It might be fun. So with a little touch of makeup and
some borrowed clothes, Vanessa transforms Charlie into
Candy for just one night—a night Candy won’t soon forget.
But Candy discovers that it’s not all fun and games as a girl
when the guys at the bar start to get a little too handsy. How
will she manage a totally new set of expectations? She’s
going to have to adjust quickly to avoid her little secret getting
out, or the consequences could be devastating…
"I own you now," she said, her fingers caressing the metal
chastity cage that imprisoned him. Locked into chastity to pay
his debts, Jonathan finds out just how arousing and punishing
his new Dominatrix Mistress can be. She trains him hard,
teases and denies him, and pushes him to his limits of pain
and pleasure. With chastity, CBT, spanking, queening and
lots of femdom pegging, she turns him into her perfect slave
and he endures all the tormenting delights and deeply
satisfying releases a dominant woman can inflict upon a
helpless, submissive man. Includes the first four uncensored
novellas in the Femdom and Forced Chastity series: 1. Cuffed
and Caged 2. Teased in Chastity 3. Queened and Pegged 4.
Leashed for Pet Play Warning: Very explicit with themes of
femdom pegging, bdsm, bondage, CBT, prostate play,
spanking and whipping, chastity devices, SPH, trampling,
queening, toilet slavery, pet play, and all kinds of extreme
femdom fun. Each novella is also available separately as a
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Kindle e-book. Look out for Volume II which includes four
further novellas, detailing Jonathan's forced feminization and
forced MM encounters.
Each week thousands of Globe and Mail readers
makeMargaret Wente’s column their first read of the day.
Whether she’s writingabout marriage or menopause, hockey
or home-owning, Wente makes readers feelthat, finally,
someone is able to articulate—candidly and with
humour—exactlywhat everyday life is like for them. In this, her
first book, Margaret Wentecombines new writing with existing
work to create an absorbing read richlyleavened with
reflections on Canada, and on the small pleasures and
bigquestions in life.

'I edged forward, his hand shot out to grab my wrist
again, which he then used to pull me into him.
"Please, don't," I whimpered, trying to keep my voice
soft and feminine in spite of my panic. But he
wrapped me up in his tight embrace so I was looking
up under his chin, unable to move, smelling the
coffee and cigarettes on his breath.' Experience the
gradual erosion of Joe's masculinity at the hands of
his wife and her lover, until this once successful guy
has been humiliated and broken, and reluctantly
takes on the role of their 24/7 maid, all his power
now gone. In order to avoid confrontation, Joe
complies with each incremental step till it is too late,
and Josie is soon enduring such horrors as forced
feminization, femme dom, financial domination,
chastity, bdsm, spanking, pegging, bottoming, oral,
total power exchange, sissy hypnosis and maid
service, ending up with
nothing but the need to be
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obedient and serve her Mistress and her lover. Rate
and review if you want more delicious forced fem
stories in this series. SharpeInk ***** Best Forced
Femme I've Read in Years! (Reviewed in the United
States on April 16, 2021) Excepting works by the
revered Ann Michelle, this is the best forced
feminization novel I've ever read (and I've read--or
tried to read--most). The plot is standard but
smoothly executed. No corners are cut; every step of
of Joe's ushered transition to Josie is lovingly
described and his crossdressing dilemmas are both
pathetic and delectable...
Shiver at the delicious thrills and spills of Emma's life
as a prison sissy wife in a high-security men's prison,
servicing her black 'husband', and inmates and
guards of different races as she struggles to survive
till her release date. Meanwhile, live the fear, pain,
humiliation, and ultimate submission of Michael as
he is made to accept his fate and bend to the will of
the alpha inmates, to become their sissy plaything.
Convicted of a crime he did not commit, will Michael
finally piece together the puzzle of how he ended up
in this hell, and who put him there? But with no
escape, he is forced to cross racial lines and seek
protection from the most feared of the AfricanAmerican gang leaders. To keep going, he holds
onto the knowledge that this nightmare must come to
an end eventually...mustn't it? Not for the fainthearted, this is the third in the series Forced
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Feminization Fixes Forever, and is strictly for adults
over 18 only! He steps toward me and I see the tent
in his shorts, the outline of the huge member that no
doubt I will be better acquainted with soon. Oh God,
no. The sexual tension is hanging in the air, mixed
with my fear and humiliation, that I, a man, can be so
easily overpowered, made completely obedient and
subservient. Even when told to emasculate myself
like this, to turn myself into a girl, I didn't even put up
a fight. I gasp as he grabs my waist from behind, and
pulls me into him. I can feel his manhood against my
lower back. He holds my hair out of the way as he
zips me into the dress. I'm spun around so we're
face to face - well, my face to his chest, he's so
much taller. He raises his hand and scares me, then
grips the hair on the back of my head, pulling till it
hurts. He's leaning down to kiss me, and pushes me
into his big snaking tongue - there's no escape from
making out. I feel his strong hands lift my dress for
everyone there to see him groping my butt, and it
feels like a minute before he breaks it off. He smiles
down into my eyes and says two words. "Good girl."
Rate and review if you would like more stories in this
series.
Seductive Megan Catches Her Perverted Boss
Sniffing Her Underwear And Transforms Him Into An
Obedient Crossdressing Sissy Maid! Megan couldn’t
believe her eyes. The sexy swimmer had walked in
on her boss sniffing her sexy worn underwear. She
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had known that James had always crushed on her.
In fact every man that had ever laid eyes on her did.
But to witness a grown man sniffing her dedicates
before her very eyes was the last thing she
expected. Taking photographic evidence of her
boss’ perversion was all she needed to teach him
the perfect lesson……. …...as she took him on an
unforgettable journey of tease, denial and sissy
training! This 5,000 word short story contains adult
themes of crossdressing, sissification, sissy training
and should be read by adults only! Keywords:
sissification, sissy, sissies, feminization, feminized,
crossdresser, crossdressing
7 forced-feminization stories for the price of one.
From Here to Femininity is an updated version of
Lady Alexa's novel The Woman's World, about a
male mistakenly entering a female commune. they
have one rule, you must be female. A Perfect Life - a
female boss lives and works with feminised men. His
Breasts - a wife wants her husband to have large
boobs. In Dresses and Skirts - a young man goes to
spend summer with his aunt and female cousins. His
suitcase goes missing en route and it's a female-only
household. There's only one possible outcome.
Maximum Humiliation - a male finding himself
exposed in public as a sissy. The Feminisation
Game finds a husband whose wife wants more than
a feminisation bedroom game. She wants the reality.
Feminized and Pretty, The Prequel was previously
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only available to Lady Alexa's newsletter
subscribers. This novel contains stories of forced
feminization, female domination, humiliation, crossdressing and sissification. For adults aged 18+ or the
age of legal maturity in your region.
"If you truly want to please me," his Mistress said,
"You'll let him take you. You'll beg him to do it."
Jonathan begins to explore the forbidden delights of
cross-dressing as he is forcibly feminized by his
domineering Mistress. Turned into a sissy maid, he
has to serve not only the woman, but a man too. In
public, in the playroom and even at the office,
Joanthan is feminized, dominated and forced into
gay encounters as he is trained to be a perfect sissy
slave. He endures all the tormenting delights and
deeply satisfying releases that two dominant women
- and a big muscular man - can inflict upon a
helpless, submissive sissy. Includes the second set
of four uncensored novellas in the Femdom and
Forced Chastity series: Feminized to be a Sissy
Maid Sissy Maid to serve a Master Serving Two
Mistresses and One Master Feminized and
Dominated at the Office Warning: Very explicit with
themes of forced gay encounters, forced
feminization, femdom pegging, bdsm, bondage,
CBT, prostate play, spanking and whipping, chastity
devices, SPH, trampling, queening, and much more!
Each novella is also available separately as a Kindle
e-book. Look out for Volume I which includes four
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earlier novellas, detailing Jonathan's first time in
chastity, teasing and denial, pet play and all kinds of
extreme femdom fun.
Welcome to Course Two of your sissy maid training
academy. By now you should be incorporating some
of your sissy maid duties that you learned from
Course One into practice throughout your daily life.
So far you have learned the proper way a sissy maid
dresses, how to properly curtsey to your Mistress/
Master, and the proper way a sissy maid cleans her
dishes. You are well on your way to making your
dreams of becoming a proper little sissy maid a
reality. In Course Two you are going to be learning
how to have a tea service, the proper way to dust
your house, cleaning the bathroom like a real sissy
maid, how to properly set a table for dinner and
much more. After this course you will have plenty of
daily, weekly and monthly sissy maid tasks to work
on. Course Two should not only help you become
more effeminate but it should also serve as a
reference guide during your entire sissy
transformation.
Julian Tremaine, the Earl of Basingstoke, is a notorious
rake; Lady Jane Bennett is a spinster with a spotless
reputation. Neighbors since childhood, they’d always
expected to marry. They’d been the best of friends, and
when Julian experienced a string of tragedies, Jane had
been the one he’d turned to for comfort. However, when
her father died the year she turned eighteen, Julian
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hadn’t known how to be there for her the way she’d
been there for him. Instead of marrying her and giving
her the protection of his wealth and title, he’d run away,
leaving her destitute and alone. Broken-hearted and
disappointed, Jane has learned to fend for herself and
vowed never to love again. Now, seven years later,
circumstances have thrown them into each other’s paths
once again. Julian has realized what a mistake he’d
made and wants a chance to show her that’s she’s the
only woman he’s ever loved. However, thoroughly
independent and stubborn Jane would rather be alone
than make a mistake of her own. The most charming
rake in London is waging a tireless campaign to win the
heart of the most confirmed spinster. Will she give in to
his advances or be the one to break his heart this time?
When I discovered that my husband had been unfaithful
to me and committed adultery, I was understandably
angry and hurt. I immediately threw him out of the house
and instructed my solicitor to begin divorce proceedings.
My cheating spouse was full of remorse and pleaded
with me to take him back but I stood firm. It was my
sister Susan who changed my mind.I love my sister
Susan very much but, by her own admission, she had
always been a real bitch when it came to men. It was no
surprise then for me to learn that she had a serious
interest in Female Led Relationships. After several long
and candid discussions and a few bottles of good wine,
she convinced me that I could turn my current painful
and destructive situation to my advantage. With her
encouragement I agreed to halt divorce proceedings and
allow my husband one last chance to be a part of my life,
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but only under certain very strict conditions.1)You will
speak only when spoken to and then only in short polite
sentences.2)You will address me as Ma'am and my
sister as Mistress Susan.3)You will have no clothes
except the uniforms I issue you with.4)You will never
leave the house at any time.5)You will have no access to
the internet, no phone, no TV and no radio.6)Upon
entering a room where either of us is you will curtsy
deeply. The same when you leave the room.7)You will
obey all instructions instantly and acknowledge them
with yes Ma'am or yes Mistress Susan and a small
curtsy.8)Whenever I get home you will greet me at the
door with a curtsy before dropping to your knees to kiss
my shoes or boots.9)The uniforms I provide you with are
to be properly worn and immaculate at all times as they
will be subject to regular inspection.10)You will obey my
sister as you do me. Either of us may punish you as we
see fit. You will thank us before and after for correcting
you and helping you to be a better maid.
Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos,
and provides indexes by theme, awards, actors,
actresses, and directors
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made
a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food
to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
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As it is mostly with women who get married to patriarchal
figures, the weight of marriage started wearing Amaya
out. While Donald grew stronger, she grew weaker and
weaker until she couldn't take it anymore.Then she met
Dr Lisbon of Lisbon Counseling.And then a simply
beautiful woman took on a journey that transformed her
into a Goddess over her husband.This story features
humiliation, heavy degradation and toilet slavery. Only
suitable for readers who are comfortable with such dark
themes.
5 stories of sissy feminization This scorching hot bundle
includes 5 sexy tales of sissy feminization. Included in
this bundle are * Sissy Training The Panty Thief * Sissy
Chastity Training The Bounty Hunter * Sissy Humiliation
* Sissy Punished In An Afternoon of Sissification and
Facesitting * Pegging The Sissy This .30,000 word
bundle contains adult themes including feminization,
sissification, sissy maid and should be read by adults
only!
Welcome to Femme Fabulous Course Two! By
purchasing this book, you have already begun your
journey into your sissy transformation. Whether a
beginner sissy or a full-fledged sissy boi, you know that
your training is never ending. Brushing up on your skills
is a full time commitment. This shows your devotion and
commitment to your Mistress/Master as well as yourself.
This book is an investment into your sissy training and
should be used as a reference guide whenever needed.
In Course Two of your Femme Fabulous training, you will
learn some of the final things you need to know about
your sissy transformation. After completing this course,
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you should be able to properly pick out lingerie, how to
train your voice to become more feminine, and how to
enhance your image through proper etiquette training.
You will also learn how to have the proper personal and
physical appearance in public. This course will help you
complete your training and make you a better-rounded
sissy boi. Coming out to family and friends can be a hard
process but in this course, you will learn the best
possible ways to do so with as little trauma as possible.
Once you have completed and mastered the Femme
Fabulous Course Two, you will be ready to move onto
Divalicious: Course One, where you will learn to take
your craft to a whole new level. In the second Divalicious
course, you will learn exactly what it takes to be
passable in the real world. Whether your goal is to have
a complete sissy transformation and live as a full time
female or desire to simply be passable when you
choose, this is the next course for you.
Volume 14 of my journals provides accounts of the
continuing evolution of my female led relationship.
Featuring in Volume 14 is a step change of activities I
decided to try and found I loved! My girlfriend, who has
her own submissive husband, remains involved. She
visits me, I visit her, we dominate the resident husband
and cuckold them both. There is petticoating, chastity,
tease and denial, humiliation, CBT, degradation, forced
sissy deep throat, bondage, sensory deprivation,
punishment, discipline and much more.
Here are thirty-five brief, short-story fantasies that treat
femdom castration as a highly-erotic, seductive and
fetishistic activity. Emphasis is on the femalePage 12/17
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dominant/male-submissive relationship and not on the
gory details of the climactic act itself. The mode of the
domination is purely assertive, as if it were a woman's
simple, basic prerogative. No violence, gore or harsh
verbal abuse is used.These little vignettes take place in a
contemporary world where this kind of radical
emasculation is deliciously rare and exotic but at the
same time perfectly acceptable. The general settings
are: suburbia, a clinic or a farm.I know how disappointing
it is when you get false hopes up that a work of erotic
fiction will be featuring one's favorite fetishistic details.
So, in particular, the reader should be warned that no
penectomy or full-blown feminization takes place.The
cover art is by Sorenutz and is taken from a commission
I paid him to draw.Please note: all characters are
18+.Here is the table of contents: * Amazon Bar* Aunt
Abigail's Trimmin' Parlor* Bridge Night Demo* Castration
Farm* Castration Slut* Company Sissy* Consultation
With A Castratrix* Down On The Farm With Ms. Van
Gelder* Dream Fulfillment* Eric's Correction* Female-led
Marriage* Fixing Little Jimmy* Good Little Piggy* House
Husband* Jake Gets Clipped* Kinky Fetish Boutique*
Manhood Pouch* Men To Boys* Mom Has Me
Castrated* My Wife Takes Me to Aunt Abigail's* Only
Sissies Masturbate* Pa Loses His Nuts* Prepping A
Piggy-Boy* Property Transfer* Retiring an Old Sperm
Bull* Saturday Afternoon* Scrotum Poaching* Seduction*
Sexual Behavior Consultant* Sperm Cow Farm* The Old
Bull* The Perfect Servant* Walk-ins Welcome* Wife of a
Big-bottomed Sissy* Young David on Aunt Abigail's Far
With jails overflowing a new rehabilitation strategy for
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criminals is urgently needed. One judge’s idea is to let
non-violent criminals stay with them and earn their
release. Being first in the scheme’s appraisal phase I
have no problem with this, but haven’t counted on the
judge’s niece not wanting me living in the same house
as her, and the humiliation she and her cop girlfriend put
me through to try and get rid of me. But how badly don’t
I want to go back to jail?
"Dave King and Richard Ekins are the leading world
sociologists in this field. The book brings together a
brilliant synthesis of history, case studies, ideas and
positions as they have emerged over the past thirty
years, and brings together a rich but always grounded
account of this field, providing a state of the art of critical
concepts and ideas to take this field further during the
twenty first century." - Ken Plummer, University of Essex
"An outstanding survey of the evolution of trans
phenomena, splendidly written, highly informative,
scholarly at its best, yet easy to read even for those
neither trans nor sociologist. Ekins and King, experts in
the field, unroll the panoramas of sex, gender, and
transgendering that have evloved during the last
decades. For everyone wanting to understand the
interaction of women and men and of those who cannot
or will not identify with either of these two cataegories,
reading this book is a must, and a real pleasure." Friedmann Pfaefflin, University of ULM This
groundbreaking study sets out a framework for exploring
transgender diversity for the new millennium. It sets forth
an original and comprehensive research and provides a
wealth of vivid illustrative material. Based on two
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decades of fieldwork, life history work, qualitative
analysis, archival work and contact with several
thousand cross-dressers and sex-changers around the
world, the authors distinguish a number of contemporary
transgendering 'stories' to illustrate: The binary
male/female divide The interrelations betwen sex,
sexuality and gender The interrelations between the
main sub-processes of transgendering. Wonderfully
insightful, The Transgender Phenomenon develops an
original and innovative conceptual framkework for
understanding the full range of the transgender
experience.
Who doesn't enjoy a little role reversal, a little playtime,
especially when involves a little kinky fun. Well here are
ten short stories about just that, whether you like to read
about men being submissive to there wives and
girlfriends, or maybe putting your man into skirts and
stockings so he knows his place. Of course there is
nothing quite like the power trip of locking ones pleasure
up with a little key so they can't even touch it. These
short stories have a little bit of it all.
The alternative life raft in a sea of similarity, VideoHound
competes on content, categories, and indexing, but the
dramatic difference is the attitude. Irreverent, slightly
tongue-in-cheek, the Hound never takes himself too
seriously. The 1997 edition, fully expanded and updated
with 1,000 new entries, provides information and
opinions on 22,000-plus videos--more than any other
guide on the market--including documentaties, made-forTV movies, and animated features. Includes Web site
entertainment directory.
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Add peace to your busy life with a cozy afternoon of
zakka sewing. Stitching in her signature style, Minki Kim
is back with sixteen whimsical crafts for your must-sew
list. With a number of techniques, from quilting and wool
appliqué to embroidery, there’s something for every
sewist! Advance your skills by installing a variety of
zipper styles, bag handles, and hardware. From purses
to pouches, these useful handmade gifts are ideal for
gifting—and perfect for keeping!
Greg thought it would just be one time. Just "get it all
out", then live life normally...One time turned to once a
month. Once a month turned to once a week. Once a
week turned to every night.He thought he kept his dirty
little secret so well. But, they knew the entire time.Word
count: 62,000 wordsGreg awakes to find himself
restrained and dolled up. A mysterious female hypnotizer
tells Greg his new name is Ashley, and with a whip, he
forgets all about his past. Every idea Ashley had of
"Greg" vanished into thin air. The latex hypnotist reveals
that Ashley is now part of a feminization cult. Sissy maid
training soon starts...The Don is the powerful alpha
behind the whole transformation cult, clearly asserting
and demonstrating his dominance time and time again.
Every lunar eclipse, he chooses one freshly transformed
sissy to live in his private mansion.What Don thought
would just be another live-in sissy maid, turns out to be
more than just that. Ashley... transforms his life for
good.Keywords: sissy school girl, sissy maid training,
sissy slave, crossdressing, feminization, mental change,
gender bender, Author note: This book is a re-release of
the five-book series "Forced Feminization Abduction".
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? Are you ready to enter a world of predatory Dommes,
who turn husbands into obedient slaves to their wives?
?Volume II of The Femdom Syndicate turns up the heat
as Amy and Michael continue to explore their Femdom
cuckold adventure together. Amy is beginning to enjoy
her new-found power over Michael, and begins to
explore her own sexuality in new and exciting ways. Amy
is given a career opportunity of a lifetime by Emma, and
becomes a member of the Society for the Advancement
of Women. Meanwhile, Michael is falling deeper and
deeper under the irresistible spell of Sophie, the beautiful
and wicked Dominatrix. Sophie has plans for the couple,
and neither Amy or Michael understand just how deeply
Sophie's claws have dug into them until it is far too late.
Emma learns of Sophie's misdeeds and takes decisive
action to rescue Amy and Michael from Sophie's
clutches, setting the stage for an epic battle of wits and
strategy between the two ultra-powerful women and their
sexy allies. Strap in and get ready for an unpredictable
and incredibly erotic Femdom journey all across Europe,
in which old friends and new join together to advance
their cause in the secret, kinky world of Female
Domination and male submission. This 86,000 word
erotic novel contains explicit adult content including;
femdom, forced chastity, crossdressing, coerced
feminisation, masturbation, oral sex, anal play, male
slave training etc. and is strictly suitable for adults only.
The Transgender PhenomenonSAGE
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